CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Roxanne Emmerich®, CSP, CPAE, CMC
Travels from: Minnesota

Fee Range: $10,000 - $15,000

Roxanne Emmerich® is Americaʹs most sought‐after workplace transformation
expert.
She is listed by Sales and Marketing Management magazine as one of the 12 most
requested speakers in the country for her ability to transform negative
workplace performance and environments into ʺbring it onʺ results‐oriented
cultures.
Roxanneʹs new book, Thank God Itʹs Monday!®, reached and maintained its
position as #1 on Amazonʹs business bestseller list and made the Wall Street Journalʹs best seller list‐‐all in
the first week of its release. As President and CEO of The Emmerich Group, Inc.®, she has consulted and
spoken to most of the financial institutions in the top one percent of performance, as well as clients like
Merck, Pfizer, Allianz, Lockheed Martin and hundreds of other leaders in almost every industry. Roxanne
was inducted into the National Speaker Hall of Fame for her impact and quantifiable effectiveness.
She has also published hundreds of articles in leading publications on such topics as leadership for
results, employee engagement for bottom AND top‐line improvement, profit‐rich growth strategies, and a
multitude of other workplace breakthrough issues.
A three‐time Entrepreneur of the Year, Roxanne served Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson as a key
advisor on reinventing state government and serves as Editor‐In‐Chief of Extraordinary Banker® magazine.
She is in demand for interviews by CNN, NPR, CBS and other media outlets nationwide for her proven
ability to help workplaces get unstuck and achieve radically improved results quickly.

Most Requested Programs...
•

Thank God Itʹs Monday™: How to Build a Motivating Workplace

•

Profit‐Growth Essentials: How to Master the 7 Breakthrough Strategies of Top‐Performing Businesses

•

Profound Transformations: How to Radically Transform Your Company for More Profit‐Rich Growth
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